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ESD Detection, Location and Mitigation, and
Why they are Important for Satellite Development
C. Christopher Reed, Richard Briët, Matt Begert
Tom Newbauer
community. We discuss a practical and visual method to
implement SCCM that is based on the Sweep Range
concept, and we also discuss an approach/algorithm to
locate ESD events. The algorithm employs a catalog of precalculated transient current signatures. Although these two
topics would appear to be unrelated, we will show that there
is actually an unexpected connection between the two.

Abstract— Electrostatic discharges (ESD) are a recurring
problem with potentially detrimental impacts. ESD can
corrupt memory, short out circuits, damage electronic
components, cause power loss, produce electromagnetic
interference, and cause surface degradation. Furthermore,
broadband noise may interfere with satellite communications.
ESD is a risk for all satellites. A significant proportion of
satellite anomalies are caused by electrostatic discharges [1].
Knowing where ESD events originate and what may have
contributed to their occurrence can help in (a) improving
operating procedures for current and future satellites, (b)
developing more effective diagnostics for anomaly resolution,
and (c) designing and building more robust satellites in the
future. No viable techniques for locating the origination point
of ESD events have ever been implemented on orbit.

The primary purposes of this paper are to (a) to
communicate the underlying concepts and principles in an
intuitive and visual manner with a minimum of
mathematics, (b) to motivate further research into these
areas, and (c) to show how the two methods are connected
through the sweep range concept.

In this talk we will discuss a patented technique (US
20120072139 A1) for ESD detection and location, that relates
ESD signature to: (a) surface shape and size, (b) surface
material composition, and (c) discharge origination point. We
will also discuss how the technique can be used for
development testing during the various construction phases of
a satellite.

II.

Dielectric surfaces, when exposed to a charging space
environment, accumulate charge. Unless provisions are
made to allow surface charge to dissipate or bleed off to
reference ground, voltage profiles will build up and in some
cases reach the dielectric breakdown strength of the
material. Such a breakdown is known as an electrostatic
discharge (ESD). From the quasi-static solution of the
Poisson Equation we obtain an expression for a parameter
we call the “Sweep Range” [5], [19]. It is given by

In addition to this we will discuss a novel technique for ESD
mitigation that is based on the “sweep range” concept [5, 19].
The “sweep range” is a function of both the charging
environment (i.e., the charging current density, J, and the
electron energy, kT) and the surface resistivity, ρ /t, of the
dielectric in question. By making the sweep range of the
surface large enough, as compared with the largest distance
between surface boundaries, or by adding conductive stripes to
accommodate shorter sweep ranges, one can in effect avoid any
significant charge build-up. We will show how the ESD
detection/location and mitigation techniques are related.

SweepRange =

INTRODUCTION

Electrostatic Discharges (ESD) are a frequently recurring
problem with potentially detrimental impacts. It is the most
prevalent post-separation/in-orbit hazard for satellites. For
this reason, Spacecraft Charge Mitigation (SCCM) is a
standard requirement on all space programs. In addition,
ESD detection and location benefits the entire space
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Here k is Boltzmann’s constant, T is the plasma temperature,
q is the charge on an electron, ρ is the bulk resistivity, J is
the charging current, and t is the electron penetration depth
(ρ/t is the surface resistivity). The Sweep Range can be
thought of as a characteristic surface charge dissipation
length or characteristic distance from reference ground. Fig.
1 below illustrates how sweep range affects the surface
voltage profile of a dielectric in a charging environment. A
long sweep range keeps the surface voltage from building
up, whereas a short sweep range allows the surface potential
to reach the plasma potential very quickly. For example, if
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I.

SPACECRAFT/SURFACE CHARGE MITIGATION
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kT/q = 20,000 volts and J = 10-5 A/m2 (1 nA/cm2), then the
expression for the Sweep Range in (1) becomes

Sweep Range = 1.414 m

ρ t,

(2)

where the surface resistivity, (ρ/t), is given in units of 109
Ω/Square.
Table 1 shows the sweep range for a few values of ρ/t:
TABLE I.

SWEEP RANGE VS. SURFACE RESISTIVITY

ρ /t	
  (in	
  units	
  of	
  109	
  Ω/Square)	
  

Sweep	
  Range	
  (meters)	
  

10
1.0
0.1

0.45
1.41
4.47

Fig. 2. Effectiveness of one-edge grounding as sweep range is increased.
Grounded edge is red.

Fig. 1. Surface Voltage Profiles

Fig. 3. Effectiveness of two-edge grounding as sweep range is increased.
Grounded edges are red.

Based on the concept of the sweep range, the generalized
SCCM requirement is:
“In a given charging environment, defined by (kT/q) and a
net charging current density, J, every point on an exposed
dielectric surface shall be within the sweep range from
reference ground.”
Figs. 2 – 4 below illustrate the relative effectiveness of oneedge, two-edge, and circumferential grounding as the sweep
range (shaded green area) is increased.

Fig. 4. Effectiveness of circumferential grounding as sweep range is
increased. Grounded edges are red.
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Since in practice not all points on an exposed dielectric
surface will be within a sweep range of the boundary of the
surface, one can use a circular template of radius equal to
the sweep range, with a “paintbrush” at its center to “paint”
or trace out a conductive stripe on the exposed dielectric
surface of arbitrary shape and size. This is illustrated in Fig.
5 below, where proper placement of the grounded
conductive stripes brings all points on the surface within a
sweep range of reference ground. Upon completion the
stripe must be grounded at a minimum of two points for
redundancy.
III.

DETECTION AND LOCATION OF ESD

According to both the brushfire discharge model [2] as well
as the Perimeter theory [8], for a given material, the wave
shape of a current transient from an ESD depends on the
size and shape of the exposed surface, and on the initiation
point of the discharge. This is illustrated in Fig. 6 below. An
off-center ESD origination point is shown in Figure 6 (a).
The corresponding current signature is shown in Fig. 6b
where for comparison we also show (in red) a signature that
corresponds to a discharge originating at a corner of the
surface. Discontinuities in the slope in Fig. 6(b) occur when
the expanding plasma front crosses an edge/boundary of the
exposed dielectric surface. The time of occurrence of each
discontinuity equals the radial distance (r) from the
origination point to the cross over point divided by the
plasma velocity, (dr/dt), assuming that the plasma

Fig. 5. Circular template sweeping over a dielectric surface with a “brush”
at the center to “paint” a conductive stripe at the proper location.

velocity is constant. The time integral over the
corresponding pulse width in all cases is the total surface
charge, Q, as shown in Fig. 6(c).

Fig. 6. (a) Off-center discharge point, (b) Transient current signatures, and
(c) Total surface charge swept vs. time (for off-center discharge).

For any surface of interest, e.g. a solar panel, we can
make use of this fact to construct a catalog of signatures
corresponding to each grid point (i.e., potential origination
point) on the surface. The catalog serves as a look-up table
for comparisons with transients from remote sensing. The
closest fit corresponds to the most likely location of the
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detected ESD. Fig. 7 below illustrates this process
conceptually in more detail. The key to comparing an
observed signature with a signature in the catalog is the use
of a “distance” norm or metric that computes the “distance”
between two signatures. Although use of the area between
two curves as a distance norm certainly seems reasonable
and intuitive, it is not necessarily the best metric for
comparing two signatures. In fact, there is a considerable
body of knowledge and techniques from the field of signal
processing that could be brought to bear here. It is also
important to bear in mind that there may be a variety of
extraneous signals superimposed on the observed signature,
such as parasitic LC ringing, environmental noise
(Electromagnetic Interference [EMI]) including radio and
TV signals, etc. In principle all of these need to be
subtracted out before comparing an observed signature with
catalog signatures, although in practice it may be difficult to
account for all extraneous signals. Furthermore, depending
on how a satellite is instrumented for measuring ESD
signatures, it may be necessary to algebraically combine
several different measurements in order to extract the actual
signal.1

Fig. 8. Best match of actual ESD signature with signatures in catalog to
locate ESD origination point.

IV.

DISCUSSION

We presented a visual SCCM approach (VSCCM) that is
based on solving the steady state Poisson equation and
obtained an expression for the sweep range. In our model,
the sweep range is the cornerstone for specifying a
generalized SCCM requirement. When the sweep range is
short in comparison with the dimensions of the exposed
surface area, the preferred grounding method is by way of
grounded conductive stripes painted onto the surface (as
opposed to grounding wires). In a shock and vibration
environment, the conductive stripes are more robust than
grounding wires. The placement of these stripes is
determined with the help of a circular template with a
“paintbrush” at its center. Regardless of the shape of the
surface area, the template can be swept across the surface,
making sure that every point on the entire surface is within
one sweep range of a grounded conductive stripe.
In the above analysis of ESD location and detection we
assumed a collisionless plasma 2 in which the expanding
plasma cloud travels at a constant velocity3. This is a good
approximation for the early times of an ESD event, and/or
when the dielectric surface area is small when compared to
the sweep range. Note that the discontinuities in the
transient wave shape are due to the plasma front crossing
surface boundaries. (The dependence of and ESD signature
on surface size, shape, composition, and ESD origination
point is referred to as “Perimeter Theory” [8]. Several
authors have challenged Perimeter theory [13], [14], [15],
[16], based on both experimental observations and
theoretical considerations. Addressing these challenges is

Fig. 7. Measuring the “distance” between an observed transient and a
signature in the catalog.

Fig. 8 below shows the best match of an actual measured
ESD signature from a solar array test coupon. In order to
locate the ESD origination point, the signature was
compared with signatures in a catalog that was constructed
from the detailed design of the solar array coupon in
question, taking into account the shapes of the solar cells
and the adhesive material between the cells. The predicted
discharge origination point was in the same general area as
the experimentally inferred location (“a point on string #1”).

2
A collisionless plasma behaves approximately like an ideal gas. A
dense plasma exhibits non-ideal gas properties where van der Waals forces
kick in. The actual processes are a bit more complicated than a non-ideal
gas, and will be the subject of future studies.
3
Both the brushfire discharge model [2], as well as the plasma bubble
model [3] assume a plasma front that expands at a constant velocity.

1
The subject of instrumentation for ESD detection and location is
beyond the scope of this paper.
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beyond the scope of this presentation, and is a subject that
merits much thought, analysis, and discussion.)

propagation as well as the range at which plasma stops
neutralizing a charged surface.

For large surface areas the plasma density decreases as the
cloud expands and cools down. As a result, the rate of
expansion decreases, i.e., the plasma cloud slows down. The
decrease of plasma expansion speed with time has been
observed in a number of experiments [6], [9], [10], [11],
[12], [15], [17], [18]. Furthermore, a distribution of plasma
velocities was observed in [4]. Because the plasma density
and velocity decrease, the amplitude of the current transient
also decreases. The transient amplitudes may actually drop
below the level of detectability before the plasma wave front
reaches a surface boundary. When this happens the ESD
location method fails. The method can be recovered by
subdividing the surface into smaller areas, using the same
conductive stripes used for mitigating surface charging. An
additional benefit of using smaller areas is that the plasma
velocity over small distances is approximately constant.

In laboratory experiments the sweep range can be varied in a
number of ways:
(a) Changing the energy of the incident electrons, kT/q,
which will also change the penetration depth, t, and
therefore the surface resistivity (ρ/t).
(b) Changing the charging current density, J.
(c) Changing the surface resistivity (ρ/t) by using different
surface coatings (i.e., without changing the energy of
the incident electrons).
(d) Alternatively, one can force all points to lie within a
sweep range of reference ground by using conductive
stripes as described earlier, using the VSCCM method.
A key idea here is that for sufficiently large sweep ranges
one expects the discharge rate to drop to zero, when the
electric field at all points on the surface drops below the
breakdown strength.

Thus we see that the sweep range concept is fundamental to
both VSCCM and ESD detection/location methods. In the
former it significantly simplifies the implementation of the
surface charge mitigation requirement. In the latter it
provides a criterion for subdividing large exposed areas into
more manageable/smaller areas in which the constant
velocity approximation is justified.
V.

In these discussions we have given no consideration to the
importance of the Debye length, λD, in relation to the
dimensions of the test chamber. For sufficiently large Debye
lengths, the plasma will interact with the walls of the test
chamber, as Dr. Robb Frederickson pointed out [20], [21].
In future work we plan to study the interaction of the plasma
with the Debye sheath. Using the refined model, we hope to
gain a better understanding of the plasma propagation
velocity and the discharge rate as a function of the sweep
range. We also plan to revisit the scaling laws of Balmain
[7] and others. For example, K.G. Balmain [7] used diskshaped/circular samples in his experiments, and he found
that the peak current scaled with the square root of the area.
Others [22], [23] used square or nearly square shapes and
found the peak current to scale approximately according to
the Balmain scaling law. Yet others [24], using rectangular
samples found the peak current to scale with the width of
the sample (i.e., the shorter side). All these results are
consistent with a model in which a plasma cloud travels at a
constant velocity. When tests are done on long, narrow
dielectric surfaces, “long” as compared with the sweep
range as defined in this paper, then it will be possible to
measure the velocity of propagation, the rate of slowing
down, and the ultimate distance after which the plasma can
no longer neutralize captured surface charge. Fig. 9
illustrates notionally what the discharge signature might
look like in the three cases where (a) the discharge sweeps
the entire surface (point 2’ in Fig. 9), (b) plasma slows down
and eventually “dies” before the entire surface is neutralized
(points 4 and 5 in Fig. 9), and (c) the plasma propagation
velocity remains constant (point 3 in Fig. 9). The droop in
the horizontal section of the sample signature (between
points 4 and 5 in Fig. 9) is proportional to the rate of
slowing down of the plasma.

PROPOSED VERIFICATION/VALIDATION TESTING

In future work we propose to refine the theory, taking into
account the effects of the plasma sheath, ablation, and
plasma interactions with surfaces. We also propose to verify
and validate the refined theory by testing discharge rates as
a function of sweep range, location, size, shape, surface
resistivity, and the charging environment. A discussion of
what would be required to detect and locate ESD events in
flight, under conditions that are much more difficult and
challenging than in the laboratory, and what kind of location
accuracies could be obtained, is well beyond the scope of
this paper, and would have to wait until a refined theory has
been verified and validated.
As mentioned earlier, Perimeter theory [8] faces a number
of major experimental and theoretical challenges, not the
least of which is the acquisition of a pure ESD signature that
is free of superimposed signals from parasitic LC ringing
and environmental noise (EMI). Verification, validation and
improvement of the proposed ESD detection/location
method must face the same challenges.
The discharge rate can be measured by exposing samples of
various shapes and sizes to a representative charging
environment in vacuum. In particular, a discharge on a long,
narrow strip will reveal both the slowing down of plasma
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Objectives
Objectives of this presentation
• To introduce a Visual Spacecraft/Surface Charge Mitigation
(VSCCM) guideline
• To correlate ESD signatures with their origination points for the
purpose of locating ESD
• To focus on communicating the underlying concepts and
principles in an intuitive and visual manner, with minimum
mathematical distraction
Metrics of Success
• If others incorporate VSCCM into their satellite design work,
then we have achieved the first objective
• If others pursue further research to either validate or invalidate
the proposed ESD detection/location method, then we have
achieved the second objective
e-mail address
Department/subdivision name
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Introduction
• ESD is a frequently recurring problem
• ESD impacts mission success:
– Potential effects include surface degradation, power
degradation and/or power loss, damage to electronic
components, EMI from broad band noise, phantom
commands, etc.
• ESD affects all satellites
• No viable ESD location technique exists today
ESD Detection, Location, and Mitigation will benefit the
entire Space Community
e-mail address
Department/subdivision name
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Spacecraft/Surface Charging
• Theory
– From solving the quasi-static Poisson’s Equation one
obtains a parameter we call the “Sweep Range”, given
by

• Application to Spacecraft/Surface Charge Mitigation
– Increasing the Sweep Range decreases the peak
electric field, thus making surface discharges less likely
– Discharges generally occur in regions where the
electric field strength exceeds the breakdown strength
of the material
e-mail address
Department/subdivision name
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Voltage Profiles for Long and Short Sweep Range
Grounding at boundaries is indicated by red stripes

kT/q

kT/q

0

0

Surfaces with a Long Sweep
Range
kT/q

kT/q

0

0

Surfaces with a Short Sweep Range

Short Sweep Ranges may invite local ESD
e-mail address
Department/subdivision name
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VSCCM Guideline
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VSCCM is based on
the “Sweep Range” concept
• Definition
The sweep Range is a
characteristic surface charge
dissipation length that depends on
the charging plasma environment,
defined by kT/q and J, and on the
surface resistivity, (ρ/t):

• VSCCM requirement
“Every point on an exposed
dielectric surface shall be
within the sweep range from
reference ground.”
e-mail address
Department/subdivision name
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C

B

A
Reference Ground

A – SCCM Template
B – SCCM Compliant
C – Not SCCM Compliant
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VSCCM Guideline
• Grounding methods are crucial in the
implementation of the VSCCM guideline
The sweep range increases
with increasing conductivity,
in a manner that depends on
the environment and the
material in question.
Once the sweep range
reaches the VSCCM limit,
there is no need to increase
it any further.
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Implementation of the visual SCCM
requirement using a circular template

(Move mouse over graphic
to reveal animation
controls)
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ESD Detection and Location
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Representative ESD Signatures
(assuming plasma sweeps entire surface)
(Move mouse over graphic
to reveal animation
controls)

Current

Swept Area

Swept Area

Transient Current Amplitude

Current

Transient Current Amplitude

Time

Time

An ESD signature depends on
• Surface size
• Surface shape
• Surface resistivity
• ESD origination point
e-mail address
Department/subdivision name
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Characteristic Signatures Corresponding
to Representative Grid Points
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Method to Locate ESD
(1) Compare an
observed signature
with entries in the
catalog.

(2) The one that is “closest” to the
observed signature (with respect to the
distance norm used) corresponds to the
most probable origination point

Location of catalog entry that is
closest to observed signature
e-mail address
Department/subdivision name
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A comparison of a signature from actual coupon test data with
pre-calculated signatures for grid points on the test coupon
locates the ESD origination point
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Summary and Conclusions
Surface Charge Mitigation
• The Sweep Range is central in VSCCM
• Implementation of the visual SCCM guideline is based on the Sweep Range
concept
simple

easy

visual

The proposed VSCCM guideline could augment the 1978 NASA SCC Design Guidelines.
e-mail address
Department/subdivision name
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Summary and Conclusions – cont’d.
Detection and Location of ESD
•

In a given charging environment the characteristic signature of an
ESD current transient depends on surface size, shape, location, and
surface resistivity of the material

•

The closest “distance” between an observed signature and an entry
in a catalog of pre-calculated signatures identifies the most likely
ESD origination point

•

There are a variety of “distance” metrics that could be used to
identify the most likely ESD origination point. There is a
considerable body of knowledge and techniques from the field of
signal processing that could be brought to bear here

•

For simplicity, we assumed a constant velocity plasma that sweeps
the entire surface. However there is much evidence that the plasma
velocity decreases with time, and in fact, there appears to be a
spectrum of plasma velocities

e-mail address
Department/subdivision name
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Several Notional Discharge Signatures
1

0 Origination point of ESD

Current

1 Peak current (plasma reaches 1st

Transient Current Amplitudes
2

boundary)

2 Plasma reaches far boundary

3

2’ Entire surface neutralized;

tW = ESD pulse width
3 Flat = constant current amplitude =

4

constant velocity plasma

4 Droop = decreasing current

5
Time

tW

0

1

2

5 Plasma “dies”: distant surface not
neutralized. Discharge current
amplitude too small to measure

7
0

amplitude = plasma is slowing
down

6

2’

5

8

6 Extended surface area retains
surface charge

7 Green “fill” fades on extended area
Surface neutralized by plasma

8 Extended area beyond plasma’s

Surface partially neutralized by plasma

farthest reach retains surface
charge

Charged dielectric surface
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Proposed Follow-On Research
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Proposed Follow-On Research
• The theory must be refined to include the effects of a decreasing
propagation velocity, a distribution of plasma velocities, and partial
neutralization of exposed surfaces.
• Further research is needed to study the effects of ablation and plasma
interactions with surfaces
•

Measure ESD rate as a function of sweep range and show it goes to zero
for sufficiently large sweep range. Also characterize discharge rates as a
function of location, sample size, shape, and surface resistivity

•

Develop instrumentation and signal processing approaches for measuring
pure ESD signatures, separate from extraneous signals such as parasitic
LC ringing, electromagnetic interference [EMI], and so on

•

Verification/validation testing of the proposed ESD detection/location
method.
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Thank you

For further questions e-mail:
•

Dr. Carl Christopher Reed,
– cchristopher.reed@aero.org

•

Dr. Richard Briët,
– Richard.Briet@aero.org
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